
How to display WWB 
token in NEON wallet 

NEON Wallet User Manual

*User Interface differs based on ①software version ②PC model ③Upda tes



NEON Wallet Install
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Download the link below (NEON Wallet Official Site)

https://github.com/CityOfZion/neon-wallet/releases

①Please select OS ( Windows/Mac..) for the 
download.

Double-click the downloaded file for installing.

“Neon” icon will be generated after the installing 
completion.
Please click this icon for the activation.



Wallet Creation - 01
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②Please select “Create a new wallet”

③Please input an assigned 
passphrase(2times) and click “Generate 
keys”



Wallet Creation - 02
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STEP2
Please be sure to save the displayed 
“passphrase ” “public address” “encrypted key” 
and “private key”
via print-out or memo.
Please select “Back” after the saving process.

*Resetting(Reconfiguring)is required if closing Wallet 
Creation page without saving “passphrase” 
“publicaddress” “encrypted key” and “private key”

*Please be sure to save “memo” in the safety-box to 
avoid losing the wallet information.



Login - 01
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⑤Please select “Login using a private key” 
(Private Key Login)

⑥Please input a private key”

*Private Key Login is not highly recommended for the 
security reason.



Login - 02
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A … Login using saved wallet :
Login via “Passphrase” and “Saved Wallet” 
mmended for the security reason.

*Highly recommendable as the login is available only 
via PC with NEON Wallet apps.

*Passphrase” and“Encrypted Key” are required for the 
login.
Hackers are not able to login,even if one of them are 
lost for some reasons.

B … Login usinganencrypted key : 
Login via “Passphrase” and “Encrypted Key”



TOP Page
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Users are able to check the transaction history, 
along with the remaining NEO and GAS.

Send : Any tokens
Receive : Any tokens (Displays on Public Key Address and QR Code)

Claim : GAS per Saved Tokens

*Users Receive GAS as Dividends via Saving NEO 
on NEON Wallet
GAS is a currency under NEO platform.
NEO Holders are able to receive GAS as dividends on 
NEON wallet or designated wallets,not available for all 
wallets.



NEO・GAS Send
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Please click “Send ” on the top page.

①Input Amount
②Select either NEO or GAS
③Click“Next“

Transaction will be processed after completing 
the authentication.

*NEO tokenis available only in regular(integral) 
numbers such as 1,2,not in decimal units like1.1etc.



NEO・GAS Receive
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Users are able to receive NEO or GAS after 
senders input user’s public NEO address on AG,or
scanning user’s public NEO address via QR-code.



How to display WWB token in NEON wallet - 01
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Open NEON wallet, and go to 
“Manage Neon settings”.

STEP1

Click “Manage Tokens”.

STEP2

Click “Add a new token”.

STEP3



How to display WWB token in NEON wallet - 02
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Add 
“40bb36a54bf28872b6ffdfa7f
bc6480900e58448” into the 
column and save.

Your balance of WWB should 
be shown inside your wallet!

STEP4 STEP5

*Please be sure to check the 
current setting status, along 
with the transaction before 
sending an inquiry.

*Users are able to manage 
WWB token via smart-
phone's “03 Wallet”,along
with private key.



WWB Transaction confirmation method - 01
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Access to NEO SCAN and 
Input Wallet Address in Red 
Part

STEP1

Users are able to check 
token’s current balance on 
the wallet.

STEP2

Users are able to 
confirm/check transaction ID
after scrolling the page.

STEP3



WWB Transaction confirmation method - 02
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Users are able to see the 
overview after clicking 
transaction ID or the mark 
on right-top(red-part).

STEP4

REMINDER

Manage Your Assets with
Your Responsibility

Please be sure to Save(Back-up)
private keys and passphrases

Please be sure to Check Your setting status
and transactionBefore asking to Helpdesk


